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Four areas of materials in need of archiving 
and return to the community

1. Written materials in traditional scripts

2. Community orthography and literacy development

3. British era publications and manuscripts

4. Video and audio recordings made by community members



1. Written materials produced in 
communities using traditional scripts

There are a number of different traditional scripts in use in Northeast India. Today I’ll only speak about Tai 
scripts

Existing archives

Tai Ahom EAP archive (https://eap.bl.uk/project/EAP373) 

Approximately 20,000 pages amounting to 500 manuscripts, but there is still a lot more work to do

Significant gaps in the archive

Tai Phake

Tai Aiton

Tai Khamyang

Tai Khamti &c 

https://eap.bl.uk/project/EAP373


Sample – Chatupatthana MS 
(Barhula village), belonging 
to Ngi Khang

Points to note

1. Photographs are not the only thing 

that is needed;

2. When these are photographed, we 

should also record one of the 

elders reading the manuscript and 

explaining its meaning



2. Community orthography and literacy 
development

• Archiving examples, partly in manuscript, partly in small-run 
printed books, of community led work on literacy development

• Examples
• Ngaimong Primer

• Preliminary stages of work on Lakhum Mossang’s Tangsa script

• Small booklets produced by communities about festivals, aspects of culture 
&c



Ngaimong Primer (1970s?)

Difficulty of 

photography in the 

field

Mid 20th century 

paper very brittle



This uses an orthography that has been 
discontinued but needs to be documented

Ideally a scanner would be used for this to 
avoid the distortions of photography

Baike Mungrey’s
Quiveix Yiupixe Wa



3. British era publications and manuscripts

• Some of the publications are well preserved and available in 
online sources, but these are not always available free to 
community members
• Examples like the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal

• Some publications and more particularly some manuscript have 
fallen into collectors hands and are simple unavailable to scholars 
or community (e.g. Col. Edmund Rich papers) 



Rich papers

• Printed documents such as 
Report on the Hukawng
valley expedition for the 
liberation of slaves –
season 1925-26, for which 
there is no known public 
library copy. 

• Manuscripts and typescripts

• (My transcription of one –
complete with typing 
errors)



4. Video and audio recordings made by 
community members

• There are likely to be significant recordings made by community 
members in the past

• - these will contain important information about traditional songs 
and stories and they need to be
• Listed

• Copied from the original recording formats (cassettes &c)

• Metadata prepared

• Digitized

• Archived



Example

A cassette recording of rather poor quality, was made in about 1980 
by the late Kiyang Laq, the Gaonbura (village headman) of Kumchai
Kong village in Assam. The singer on that cassette was the late Găja
Nawng Bu of Namhpai, and the song is accompanied by a dawraw
(traditional fiddle). The words cannot be made out, but according 
to Nhpang Gumgai, it would have been sung at a wedding.



Link to Mark Post’s presentation


